Conference Phones

Easy Conferencing, Clear Communication
Audio conferencing solutions to suit a range of different meeting environments. The CP960 and the CP920 address today’s
audio conferencing challenges and unify a clear-and-easy conferencing communication experience for both in-room and
remote participants. The CP960 targets mid-to-large-sized meetings while the CP920 covers small-to-mid-sized meetings.

IPitomy.com

Pure and Powerful Sound Quality
. Enterprise-grade and performance-oriented, these conference phones deliver best-in-class HD audio quality for everyone in a
meeting to keep pace with the team’s collaboration and contribute inspired work. Thanks to acoustic technologies from Harman, the
CP960 is ideal for larger meetings

Harman co-engineered
speaker

Pure and powerful voice

Wide-range Voice Pickup, Dead-zone Free
. Featuring 20-foot 360-degree dead-zone-free voice pickup, the coverage area of the CP960 and CP920 adapts to multiple room
environments and provides a full sound experience.

. By adding a pair of CPW90 wireless microphones (for CP960 only), participants within a large conference room can move freely
and communicate clearly. The CPW90 ultilizes DECT technology and HD voice technologies to optimize mobility and expand
audio coverage area.
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Noise Proof Technology for Smart and Powerful Noise
Elimination
. Noise Proof Technology frees business voice collaboration from annoying noise and optimizes conference efficiency by
minimizing distractions. The Noise Proof technology includes two interrelated functions:

. During a conference, Noise Proof reduces constant background noise from sources such as typing, air conditioners, etc.; and
. When a person is not speaking, Noise Proof automatically mutes the mic(s) until the sound of a human voice is detected.
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Ergonomic Design, Best-in-Class Experience
. Stylish and professional, the conference phones adopt a Y-shaped metallic sliver body design. With a five-inch touch screen and
intuitive interface, the CP960 puts smooth and easy control at your fingertips. Quicker meeting starts and lower training requirements
make the CP960 incredibly user-friendly. For users who prefer a traditional key system, the CP920 offers a familiar touchable keypad
for less stress and more comfort.

CP960
5'' touch-screen

CP920
Intuitive touch-key

Pentagon Meeting Room
. Offering up to five-party conferencing, the conference phones allow meeting organizers to quickly create a meeting and to add
conference participants without interrupting the ongoing conversation.

. The 5-inch touch screen on the CP960 creates a virtual meeting room user interface -- the Pentagon Meeting Room -- that
mimics the sense of physical conferencing for fast and easy conference control. It enables speed connection with one-touch
inviting all the selected participants. The Active Speaker displays the current speaker’s icon to make conferencing easier than ever.

Create a
meeting simply

Join a meeting
directly or join the IPitomy
32 party conference bridge

Recognize the
speaker easily

Hybrid UC Meeting Enabled
. The CP960 and CP920 enable the Hybrid UC Meeting for extraordinary convenience. With Bluetooth and USB connectivity, you can
easily pair the conference phone with a PC or mobile phone. Join or create a conference by simply merging the calls.

Bluetooth Pairing

SIP

Softphone

CP920 vs CP960 key Spec and features
Module

General

Specification

CP960

CP920

Operating System

Android 5.1.1

Linux

RAM

1GB

512MB

Flash Memory

8GB

128MB

IEEE 802.3af

IEEE 802.3af

Bluetooth 4.0

Bluetooth 4.0

802.11a/b/g/n/ac

802.11b/g/n

5-inch multi-touch screen

Graphical LCD

720 x 1280

248X120

LCD Backlight

√

√

HD Voice

√

√

G.722， G722.1C，Opus

G.722， G722.1C，Opus

G.711u/a, G726, G729, G723, iLBC

G.711u/a, G726, G729, G723, iLBC

Microphone Pickup Range

20ft

20ft

Build in Microphone Array

3

3

USB Port (2.0)

2

1

Micro USB port

1

x

10/100Mbps

10/100Mbps

Wired Microphone (RJ-9)

2

x

Wireless Microphone

2

x

3.5mm Line Out

1

x

Security Slot

√

√

Noise Proof

√

√

Noise Suppression

√

√

USB Recording

√

√

5-way Conferencing

√

√

Create Meeting Directly

√

x

Active Speaker

√

x

Hybrid UC Meeting

√

√

PSTN support (via CPN10)

x

√

Built-in PoE
Built-in Bluetooth
Built-in Wi-Fi
LCD
User Interface

Resolution

Wide-band Codecs
Voice

Narrow-band Codecs

Ethernet Port
Interface

Features
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